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A Study on the Implementation of Global Education: 
Preparing Pre-service Teacher with Global Perspective?I? 
 
Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the preparation of global 
perspectives of pre-service teachers, specifically on the professional knowledge of 
teaching global issues. The subjects were 204 pre-service teachers, who are selected 
randomly.  
The conclusions of the research were summarized as follows:1. Pre-service 
teachers have a high level of self-perceived understanding regarding the professional 
knowledge of global issues. 2. Pre-service teachers have a high level of self-perceived 
understanding on the teaching strategies of global issues. 3. There is no significant 
difference regarding the professional knowledge on global issues of the pre-service 
teachers among different teacher education institutions. 4. There is no significant 
difference regarding the professional knowledge on global issues of the pre-service 
teachers among different disciplines. 
The suggestions of the research were summarized as follows: 
1 The teacher education institutions are advised: 
1) To promote the implementation of global education; 
2) To provide more general education at university ;  
3) To construct the websites providing learning resources of global issues or 
global education. 
2 The pre-service teachers are encouraged: 
1) To read more books or materials related to global issues and take part in 
cross-cultural programs; 
2) To increase an understanding of international organizations. 
3 For the future esearch   
1) Research on how pre-service learn about global education in class and how 
they apply the knowledge to their future teaching, 
2) Improve the research questionnaire by adding more items or dimensions of 
the professional knowledge related to global issues. 
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? Global Education Network???? Grieg,Pike ? Selby(1987,1989)?Pike ? 
Selby? 1988?????????????? human right?????
 development?????peace?????Environment?????????? 





Hendrix(1998) ??????????????????present historical reality?
????? 1.???????????The study of human and universal values?
2.????????The study of global systems?3.????????The study of 
global history?4.???????????The study of global issues and problems?





???????????????? Collins, Czarra? Smith?1998?????
???????????????????? 
1. ????? (Conflict and Its Control)???/????/?? 
2. ????(Economic Systems) 
3. ??????(Global Belief Systems)????/??/?? 
4. ??????? /????????? (Human Rights and Social 
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Justice/Human Needs and Quality of Life) 
5. ????(Planet Management) ???/??/?? 
6. ????(Political Systems)?????/??/??/?? 
7. ??(Population)?????/??/??/?? 
8. ???????(Raceand Ethnicity)?????? 
9. ????????(The Technocratic Revolution)???/??/?? 
























































































































































































































































































































?????????????Explore Various Types of Issues? 
?????????????Determine If the Issue Is Debatable? 
???????????????Design In-Depth Units Based on a Central Issue? 
???????????Explore Issues that Are Important? 
???????????Explore Issues that Are Interesting? 
????????????Explore Issues that Can Be Researched? 
?????????????Connect Daily Lessons to the Central Issue?? 
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??????????The American Forum For Global Education,2003???
???????????????????????????????????
?????? 
? 3 ????????????????? 




























































? Evans? Saxe(1993)?????????????? 










3. ???????????????????(Reconceptualizing /redefining 




4. ??????????????????(Developing alternative points of 























??                      ?? 
??                      ?? 
? 1 ??????????????? 
Note. From In the global classroom 2: Weaving threads: learning in the global 






























Note. From In the global classroom 2: Weaving threads: learning in the global classroom















??         ?????         ?????        ?? 
?Security??Challenge & response?(Reflection & analysis) (Action) 
 
? 2 ???????? 
Note. From In the global classroom 2: Weaving threads: learning in the global 

































































































































































































































































































































????????????????????? Cronbach ?? 0.9312???
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?????????????????????????? 70.86?? 
? 6 ???????? 































































? NATO??????? OAS????? AU?
???????? APEC???????? 
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???? ???? ??? ??? ??? 
????? 135 4.2516 .6400
???? 58 4.1954 .6513
???? 11 4.0783 .4782
?????? 
?????????????? 
?? 204 4.2263 .6346
????? 135 4.0401 .7364
???? 58 3.9592 .8005
???? 11 3.8802 .5857
?????? 
?? 204 4.0085 .7464
????? 135 4.5841 .6460
???? 58 4.5665 .5608
???? 11 4.3896 .4453
???????? 
??????? 
?? 204 4.5686 .6128
????? 135 3.9975 .9028
???? 58 4.0517 .8692
???? 11 3.9394 .7720
????????? 
?? 
?? 204 4.0098 .8834
????? 135 4.3926 .8204
???? 58 4.5603 2.1049
???? 11 4.2273 1.0335
????????? 
?? 
?? 204 4.4314 1.3225
????????? ????? 135 4.4667 .9070
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???? 58 4.4138 .8553
???? 11 4.2273 .7620
?? 
?? 204 4.4387 .8832
????? 135 4.2963 1.3206
???? 58 3.9770 1.0520
???? 11 4.0303 .8090
????????? 
?? 
?? 204 4.1912 1.2313
????? 135 4.5630 .8681
???? 58 4.4425 .9559
???? 11 4.6364 .7064
????????? 
?? 
?? 204 4.5327 .8844
????? 135 3.7580 .8954
???? 58 3.6897 .8959
???? 11 3.4545 .8202
????????? 
????? 
?? 204 3.7222 .8904
????? 135 3.0963 1.0194
???? 58 2.9612 1.1864
???? 11 2.9545 .9207
????????? 
???? 
?? 204 3.0502 1.0616
????? 135 4.5407 .9751
???? 58 4.5388 .5655
???? 11 4.3636 .4523
????????? 
???? 
?? 204 4.5306 .8538
????? 135 4.5531 .7055
???? 58 4.5402 .6454
???? 11 4.3030 .4584
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???? 
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????? 135 4.4593 .6538
???? 58 4.4138 .6843
???? 11 4.3409 .8006
????????? 
???? 
?? 204 4.4400 .6680
????? 135 4.8395 .7283
???? 58 4.8333 .6703
???? 11 4.5758 .5980
????????? 
???? 
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? 11 ???????????????????????? 
???? ???? ?? ??? ??? t?? p? 
?? 26 4.2382 .9359?????? 
?????????????? ?? 178 4.2246 .5814
.073 .943
?? 26 4.0192 1.0457
?????? 
?? 178 4.0069 .6960
.058 .954
?? 26 4.5824 .9371????????? 
??????? ?? 178 4.5666 .5537
.123 .903
?? 26 3.7949 1.1277
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?? 178 4.0412 .8412
-1.071 .293
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??????????? 
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?? 26 3.3365 1.3619
????????????? 
?? 178 3.0084 1.0084
1.182 .247
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????????????? 
?? 178 4.5267 .8380
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?? 26 4.5513 1.0496
????????????? 
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.083 .934
?? 26 4.4712 .9390
????????????? 
?? 178 4.4354 .6221
.254 .799
?? 26 4.7949 1.0114
????????????? 

















?? 4.27 4.03 4.63
?? 4.24 4.04 4.57????? 
?? 4.25 4.04 4.58
?? 4.19 3.96 4.56
?? 4.19 3.95 4.56???? 
?? 4.19 3.95 4.56
?? 4.19 4.07 4.38
?? 4.03 3.80 4.39???? 
?? 4.07 3.88 4.38
?? 4.23 4.01 4.58?? 
?? 4.22 4.00 4.56
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???? ???? ?? ??? ??? t?? p? 
????? 68 4.2721 .6063??????????????
?????? ????? 136 4.2034 .6492
.727 .468
????? 68 4.0461 .7483
?????? 
????? 136 3.9896 .7474
.509 .612
????? 68 4.6271 .5795
???????????????
????? 136 4.5394 .6288
.964 .336
????? 68 4.1127 .8708
??????????? 
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????? 68 4.2794 .7841
??????????? ????? 136 4.5074 1.5190 -1.161 .247
????? 68 4.5257 .7680
??????????? 
????? 136 4.3952 .9352
.995 .321
????? 68 4.2843 1.5932
??????????? 
????? 136 4.1446 1.0067
.763 .446
????? 68 4.5882 .8544
??????????? 
????? 136 4.5049 .9008
.633 .527
????? 68 3.7059 .9455
?????????????? 
????? 136 3.7304 .8650
-.185 .853
????? 68 3.0699 1.1002
????????????? 
????? 136 3.0404 1.0458
.186 .853
????? 68 4.6287 1.0655
????????????? 
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????????????? 
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.340 .734
????????????? ????? 68 4.5184 .6159 1.187 .237
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